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Low dose maintenance medication for schizophrenia

Antipsychotic medication is ofproved value in the immediate
and long term management of schizophrenia. Numerous
double blind comparisons have shown that neuroleptics are
more effective than placebo in relieving the symptoms of
schizophrenia' as well as in reducing the risk of relapse.2 The
route of administration has not proved to be critical,
but depot injections have been widely used to improve
compliance.
Whenever drug treatment is discontinued among patients

with schizophrenia within the first five years of maintenance
treatment about two thirds of the patients have a psychotic
relapse3 4-though they may continue to function well for the
first few months after the drugs are stopped.56 Unfortunately,
despite the considerable effort represented by so many
studies, means of identifying patients with minimal or low
risk of relapse have not been found. Indeed, the patient may
be as able as the psychiatrist in predicting whether he can
function without the benefit of continued maintenance
treatment. 8

Neuroleptic drugs have serious side effects, notably the
development of abnormal involuntary movements. Extra-
pyramidal features are also a source of considerable distress,
and those who follow up patients on long term treatment are
constantly reminded of the need to minimise the risk of these
side effects without sacrificing the benefits of adequate
dosage. One alternative treatment strategy that should be
considered is low dose maintenance medication.

Information on the relative efficacy of very low dose
maintenance treatment has been available only in recent
years, and the results are encouraging. The strategy accepts
both the maintenance and prophylactic premises of con-
tinuous antipsychotic drug treatment but attempts to achieve
those ends with minimum dosage. It also assumes that
continuous low dose medication will cushion the severity of
an exacerbation of symptoms and will enhance the speed of
response to added medication. Baldessarini and Davis re-
viewed 23 controlled studies of maintenance, as opposed to
acute, treatment and found no effect of dosage between 100
and 2000 mg chlorpromazine equivalent a day, nor was there
any difference in outcome at doses of above or below 310 mg
of chlorpromazine equivalent for maintenance medication.9
Kane et al carried out a double blind study comparing a
group of patients taking a low dose offluphenazine enanthate
(1-25 to 5-0 mg every two weeks) with a group taking a
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standard dose (12-5 to 50 mg every two weeks).'" The trial
was conducted for a year and there were 126 patients. They
found substantial differences between the two dose ranges,
with 56% of patients relapsing within one year with the lower
range and only 7% relapsing with the standard range. On the
basis of these rates alone the risks of lowering the dosage to
this extent seem considerable. To set against their high rate
of relapse, however, this group of patients showed fewer
signs of tardive dyskinesia, and relapses with the low dose
regimen led less frequently to readmission to hospitals. The
patients having low treatment who relapsed responded more
readily to treatment with temporary increases in medication
than patients treated with standard doses.
More recently Marder et al assigned patients to a low (5

mg) or standard (25 mg) dose of fluphenazine decanoate
given every two weeks." One year survival analysis showed
that there were no statistically significant differences between
the two doses: the relapse rates were 35-5% with 5 mg and
42-9% with 25 mg. Patients taking the higher dose ex-
perienced more anxiety and depression and also had a higher
score of retardation and akathisia. Patients were maintained
on their assigned dose for as long as their condition was
stable. At the first signs of a "psychotic exacerbation" the
dose was doubled so that patients in the low dose group had
their doses increased to 10 mg fluphenazine decanoate
whereas those receiving 25 mg could receive as much as 50
mg. When patients could not be stabilised in their assigned
dose range they were considered to have suffered a "psycho-
tic relapse"; this occurred in 22-4% of patients in the lower
dose compared with 20-2% of patients on the higher. These
results favour a low dose regimen, but the relapse rate with
the standard dose was much higher than the 7% relapse rate
reported by Kane et al.'0 Possibly the patients selected in the
study by Kane et al were better stabilised: they had been in
remission for at least six months before the trial.

Nevertheless, the evidence suggests that a substantial
proportion of patients who are presently maintained on
fluphenazine decanoate at a dose of up to 25 mg every two
weeks may do just as well or even better with as little as 5 mg
(but not lower), with the added advantage of fewer side
effects. 12 This approach should now be tried in the outpatient
management of patients with chronic schizophrenia. The
reduction in dose will need to be tailored for individual
patients, but the concept of low dose maintenance medica-
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tion should gain popularity-among both patients and
physicians.
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In pursuit of the perfect rabies
vaccine
Just a century ago Louis Pasteur's' first rabies treatment
consisted ofdaily injections of a suspension of rabies infected
spinal cord and eventually the inoculation of virulent rabies
virus. This was crude and dangerous treatment, but the first
recipients survived. The principle was thus established that
rabies might be prevented by vaccination after exposure.

In 1911 Sir David Semple showed that rabies virus could
be inactivated by treatment with phenol'without altenn'g its
immunogenicity.I Current Semple type vaccines are pre-
pared from infected rabbit, sheep, or goat brains, inactivated
with phenol, and given daily by injection for 14 to 21 or more
days. They are still widely used, and for most of the world's
poor are the only vaccine available'. 'But they have unpleasant
side effects: neuroparalytic accidents occur in about 1 in 2000
treatments, and 15% are fatal.2 Such vaccines cannot be
recommended for imunisation before exposure.
To avoid neurological damage becau'se of hypersensitivity

to myelin-other vaccines have been developed.- One group is
prepared from nervous tissue of newborn animals and
contains less myelin. These vaccines are used mainly in Latin
America, and the incidence of reactions is reduced but not
eliminated. A second'group is prepared from avian embryos,
such as duck embryo, and, although neurological side effects
are rare, sensitivity reactions to avian proteins are common.
Both of these types are less potent than commercial cell
culture vaccines but cheaper: they also may be given before
exposure. The third new group i-s prepared from cultures of
hamster kidney, bovine fetal kidney, dog kidney, chick
embryo libroblast, or human diploid cells. These vaccines
are safe and potent and if the potency is 2 5 IU or more then a

reduced schedule may be used for-treatment with six doses
given into the upper arm on days 0, 3, 7, 14, 30, and 90.3
The most extensively used cell culture vaccine is that

prepared from human diploid cells. The first step was
adapting rabies virus to grow in W1-38, a human diploid
fibroblast cell line.4 Several years later a concentrated,
purified vaccine of superior potency inactivated with B
propiolactone was produced commercially. Clinical trials
confirmed its efficacy and safety,56 and in 1975 it was
successfully, used in Iran to treat 45 people bitten by
confirmed-rabid wolves or dogs.7 Since then many thousand
doses of human diploid- cell vaccine ha"ve been given world
wide and only two cases of treatment failure reported (and
neither case received optimum treatment).89 About 60 000
doses of human diploid cell vaccine have been issued in
Britain during the past 10 years. Over 4000 patients have
been treated after possible exposure to rabies, and more than
6000 people at occupational risk have received vaccine before
exposure. Side effects are generally minor, but type III
hypersensitivity reactions have been reported in 1-7%"' "I and
Guillain-Barre syndrome, with complete recovery, in two
children.'213
The high cost of human diploid cell vaccine limits its

availability, and giving smaller volumes by multisite intra-
dermal innoculation has been tried. For treatment after
exposure 0-1 ml human diploid cell vaccine has been given at
eight sites on day 0, four sites on day 7, and single sites on
days 28 and 91,14 and with this regimen neutralising antibody
was detected early.

Several cheaper cell- substrates with higher virus yields
may provide new vaccines.'5-'7One of these, a purified vero
cell rabies vaccine, has been tested in veterinary students in
Thailand. 8 The neutralising antibody responses to simulated
postexposure regimens of purified vero cell vaccine and of
human diploid cell vaccine were the same, and treatment
trials are planned. Large scale production may be possible by
growing vero cells on microcarriers in tanks.'9
Cheaper vaccines may be produced in the future by genetic

engineering. The gene encoding rabies glycoprotein (the
essential component of rabies vaccines) has been cloned and
expression obtained in JEscherichia coli, yeast, and
mammalian cells.20 These developments could lead to sub-
unit vaccines-provided 'the synthesised glycoprotein is
sufficiently immunogenic and gives protection both before
and after exposure. The glycoprotein gene 'has also been
inserted into the genome of vaccinia virus, and mice
vaccinated with the live recombinant vaccinia rabies virus
were protected against experimental rabies infection.?" Now
that smallpox has been eradicated, however, live vaccinia
virus, even if genetically modified, is unlikely to be accept-
able for general use in man, and asafer vector is needed.

I must end'on a note ofcaution: all vaccines are made using
standard strains of rabies virus, and their efficacy against
rabies related viruses found mainly in Africa is questionable.
Two of these, Duvenhage and Mokola, have produced fatal
encephalitis in man, and recently- Duvenhage like viruses
have been identified in a few European bats and have killed a
Finnish zoologist.2' Polyvalent rabies vaccines may therefore
be needed in the future.
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